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As a subscriber to our Peter Sefton
Furniture School Newsletter, we
wanted to let you know of another
service we offer which you may not
be familiar with; we also offer a
comprehensive Tool Shop offering
a huge range of products that have
been specifically sourced for their
quality.
Selecting the right hand tools for
the job and making sure they are
sharp is a vital part of any furniture
making or woodworking project –
Peter spends a significant amount
of time advising students on tool
selection, so offering a tool shop
selling tools which have been
personally selected and tested by
Peter seemed a natural
progression.
Peter established the Tool Shop last year and has now acquired
the Wood Workers Workshop to significantly increase and
complement the product range. For the latest news and offers,
please visit Wood Workers Workshop and sign up for our
Newsletter by 31st October for a chance to win a £100 Tool
Voucher
Prospective customers will be able to visit us here at the Furniture School workshop to see
products in action. We have a full INCRA router table set up here with both over and
under table extraction to show off the best of what’s on offer from the USA and we’ve just
taken delivery of the latest Router Boss - we believe we have one of the best equipped
router demonstration workshops in the UK. Eventually we will also be offering specialist
router courses on the Router Boss, to complement our other router courses using
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conventional router setups - hand routing, template and guide bush work, and table
mounted routing.
We’ve integrated both businesses into a single website with an online shopping facility
and we are adding products daily – here are the contact details:www.woodworkersworkshop.co.uk
+44(0)1684 594683
info@woodworkersworkshop.co.uk
We look forward to working with you to ensure you continue to have access to the very
best woodworking tools sourced by woodworkers, for woodworkers from around the
world.
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